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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the Plotkin powerdomain under order theoretical as 
pects We answer a problem of G Plotkin whether any binite domain can be
embedded with embedding projection pairs into the Plotkin powerdomain of a
Scott domain Here we obtain counter examples There is a  element domain
which cannot even be embedded into the Plotkin powerdomain of any binite do 
main In the case of L domains we nd that there is no mub complete domain
whose Plotkin powerdomain is universal for the class of all L domains However
any nite domain can be weak mub embedded into the Plotkin powerdomain of a
nite Scott domain where a weak mub embedding is an order embedding f which
preserves minimality of upper bounds of sets The class of all Scott domains as well
the class of all L domains is not closed under the Plotkin powerdomain We give
an order theoretical characterisation of those Scott domains and L domains whose
powerdomain is again a Scott domain or L domain respectively For Scott domains
we obtain	 the powerdomain of those Scott domains into which the posets M and
W just like the letters cannot be order embedded is itself a Scott domain
  Introduction
Powerdomain constructions were originally proposed to model the semantics
for programming languages with nondeterminism  In constrast to determin
istic programming languages the outcome of a given program is not exactly
determined  Therefore in constructions of the semantics of programming lan
guages we consider sets with elements which represent the possible outputs
of a nondeterministic computation  Mathematical foundations for this have
been developed by D  Scott and G  Plotkin in a series of fundamental papers
cf  e g  	
  The structures investigated in this context are domains
special partially ordered sets
 whose elements can be regarded as computa
tions of programs  The powerdomain P D	 of a domain D  
 is a subset
of the powerset whose elements represent the sets of dierent courses which
 
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a nondeterminstic computation can follow whereby possible orders of P D	
are induced appropriately by the order of D  
  Simple forms of powerdo
mains were rst introduced by Egli and Milner but their constructions only
worked for powerdomains of at domains  A breakthrough was made by G 
Plotkin when he gave a construction of a powerdomain for a rather general
class of domains  His construction works well for those domains which are
algebraic i e  domains which have a basis of compact elements  Although
the Plotkin powerdomain of an algebraic domain is itself an algebraic domain
it fails that algebraic domains are in general closed under exponentiation or
function space  However Plotkin showed how by restricting constructions to
a smaller class of domains those algebraic domains which are SFP  limits
of sequences of nite posets
 one obtains a category closed under his pow
erdomain construction and function space 	  Later on in the literature
SFPdomains are also known as binite domains  Subsequent research by
M B  Smyth 	 led to two similar constructions often called the Smyth up
per
 and Hoare lower
 powerdomains  These three powerdomains have been
thoroughly examined in the setting of denotational semantics of programming
languages and further research on them has been carried out in more general
settings  The categorical signicance of the powerdomains was demonstrated
by Hennessy and Plotkin 	  Smyth 	 gave fundamental connections be
tween topological concepts and the three classical powerdomains  There also
was progress on understanding the powerdomains from the viewpoint of logic 
G  Winskel 	 showed how the three powerdomains can be characterized by
using modal formulas under an interpretation in terms of nondeterministic
computations  There are other connections between logic and powerdomains
utilizing concepts from Stone duality 	  In particular S  Abramsky gave
connections between domains topology and logic 	 where he demonstrated
how logics of programs can be derived from denotational semantics including
semantics utilizing the powerdomains  Starting from problems in data base
theory Bunemann Davidson and Watter 	 recently proposed to combine the
lower and upper powerdomain in a socalled sandwich powerdomain  Gunter
	 investigated the classical powerdomains in terms of rst order logic  By
extending the logic of Plotkins powerdomain in a natural way he developed
a socalled mixpowerdomain  Simultaneously but independent of Gunters
work Heckmann dened and investigated the mixpowerdomain  He also de
ned powerdomain constructions by axioms which allowed him to characterize
all known powerdomains algebraically 	  Powerdomains also arise in other
elds of theoretical computer science for example Bunemann Jung and Ohori
	 used powerdomains to generalize relational databases 
In this paper we investigate ordertheoretical aspects of the Plotkin pow
erdomain  Therefore we take the following denition of the Plotkin power
domain P D	 of a domain D  
 P D	 is the idealcompletion of the set
consisting of all convex closures of nite sets of compact elements of D ordered
by the Milner order  In the theory of denotational semantics of programming
languages several authors established the existence of universal domains in
various categories of domains  Here an object U is called univeral if each

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object of a given category can be embedded into U   Scott 	 provided a
universal domain for the class of all algebraic lattices  Universal domains
for the class of all coherent respectively boundedcomplete algebraic cpos
were given by Plotkin 	 and Scott 	  Recently Gunter and Jung 	 and
Droste and Gobel 	 described a systematic way of constructing universal
or universal homogenous domains  In particular they showed that the class
of all Scottdomains and the class of all binite domains contains a universal
homogenous object 
Plotkin asked whether there exists a Scottdomain whose Plotkin pow
erdomain is universal for the category of binite domains with embedding
projection pairs as morphisms see 	 S 
  We obtain a negative answer
even with restriction to the class of nite domains  Here we obtain
Theorem    Let D  
 be any bi nite domain and E  
 be the following
domain
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Then there exists no embeddingprojection pair from E  
 into P D	  
Additionally we have an innite list of nite counterexamples  This theo
rem shows that even the class of binite domains does not contain an object
whose Plotkin powerdomain is universal for the class of binite domains  This
is because the Plotkin powerdomain of a binite domain has a very special
orderstructure  Another important class of algebraic cpos is the class of L
domains in which each nonempty upperbounded subset has an inmum
  In
fact beside the binite domains they form the only other maximal cartesian
closed category of algebraic cpos 	  Note that the counterexample E  

of Theorem   is not an Ldomain  Hence we may ask Plotkins question for
the category of Ldomains we obtain
Theorem   There is no mubcomplete domain whose Plotkin powerdomain
is universal for the class of all Ldomains  
However if we restrict Plotkins question to the class of nite domains
with weak mubembeddings we can give a positive answer with the help of
an appropriate construction  Here an orderembedding is called weak mub
embedding if it preserves minimal upper bounds of sets in the sense that if x
is a minimal upper bound of A then fx
 is a minimal upper bound of fA
 
We will show
Theorem   Let E  
 be a  nite cpo Then there exists a  nite Scott
domain D  
 and a weak mubembedding from E  
 into P D	  

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The class of all Scottdomains as well as the class of all Ldomains is not
closed under the Plotkin powerdomain construction  We obtain the following
ordertheoretic characterisation of those Scottdomains and Ldomains whose
Plotkin powerdomains are again Scottdomains or Ldomains respectively 
Theorem   Let D  
 be a Scottdomain Then the following are equiva
lent

 P D	 is a Scottdomain

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Theorem   Let D  
 be an Ldomain Then the following are equivalent

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 Universal domains and Powerdomains
In this section we prove Theorem   and Theorem    Let us rst summarize
our notations which are mostly standard
  Let D  
 be a domain i e  an
algebraic complete partial order cpo
  We denote the set of compact 
isolated nite
 elements of D  
 by D
o
  A domain D  
 is called a Scott
domain Ldomain if each nonempty subset A of D which is bounded above
in D has a supremum inmum
 in D  For a  b  D we write a k b if neither
a   b nor b   a Let  a  fd  D  d   ag and let mubA denote the set
of all minimal upper bounds of A in D  We call a domain mubcomplete if for
each nite subset A  D

and for any y  D with A   y i e  a   y for all
a  A
 there exists x  mubA
 with x   y  Inductively we put
U
o
A
  A 
U
n	 
A
 
S
fmubX
  X  U
n
A
  X nite gn  

U
 
A
 
 
n 
U
n
A
 
A mubcomplete domian D  
 is called bi nite if U
 
A
 is nite for each
nite subset A  D

  We note that every Scottdomain is a binite domain 

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Let A  D  We let minA
maxA
 denote the set of all minimal maximal

elements  For A B  D we write A   B A  B
 to denote a   b a  b

for all a  A  b  B  respectively  We let A   x A  x
 abbreviate
A   fxgA  fxg
  Let P  
 Q  
 be two posets  A function f  P  Q
is continuous if it preserves suprema of directed subsets of P  
  We call f
a weak mubembedding if f is one to one and for any nite subset A  P we
have fmub
P
A
  mub
Q
fA
  Furthermore f is a mubembedding if f is one
to one and for any nite subset A  P we have fmub
P
A
  mub
Q
fA
  Note
that then in particular f is an orderembedding i e  a   b i fa
   fb

for any a  b  P 
  Now let f  P  Q  g  Q  P be continuous  Then
f  g
 is called an embeddingprojection pair EPP
 from P  
 into Q  
 if
gof  id
P
and fog   id
Q
  It is wellknown cf  e g  	 Lemma   Proposition
 
 that if f  g
  P  
  Q  
 is an embeddingprojection pair between
two domains then f is a mubembedding and fP
o

  Q
o
 The categories
of all Scottdomains and binite domains have been investigated in detail in
domain theory 	  Next we introduce some further notations to dene
the Plotkin powerdomain  Let D  
 be a cpo  The Milner ordering 
M
 on
the powerset of D P D
 is dened by
X 
M
Y  	x  X
y  Y  x   y

	y  Y 
x  X  x   y
 X Y  P D


The introduced relation is a preorder  Let M  
 be a countable partially
ordered set  A subset A M is called ideal if A  
 is directed and whenever
x M  a  A x   a  then x  AWe let IM 	 denote the set of all ideals ofM  
We recall at this point that IM 	 
 is a domain with IM 	
o
 f x  x Mg
and the function x  x is an isomorphism from M  
 to IM 	
o
 
  A
subset X  D is convex i u  v  A w  B with u   w   v
 implies w  X 
The convex closure X  of X  D is dened by X  fy  Dj
x  z  X  x  
y   zg
Denition   Let D  
 be a domain  Dene CoD
o

  fX  Xfinite 
nonempty subset of D
o
g and endow CoD


 with the Milner ordering as a
partial order  ICoD
o

	 
 is called the Plotkin powerdomain of D P D	 
P D	 is a domain and P D	
o
 
 is isomorphic to CoD
o

 
M

  To sim
plify notation we identify P D	
o
 
 with CoD
o

 
M

 
The following lemmas are helpful for the construction of our nite coun
terexamples to Plotkins question 
Lemma  Let D  
 be a mubcomplete domain and n m  N Let Y
 
    Y
m
 
X
 
   X
n
 P D	
o
with fX
 
   X
n
g  mubfY
 
    Y
m
g in P D	 
M

 Then

 If x 
n
S
i
 
minX
i
and y
j
 minY
j
j     m
 with fy
 
    y
m
g   x 
then x  mubfy
 
    y
m
g in D  



n
S
i
 
minX
i
is an antichain
Proof 
 Choose j  f    ng such that x  minX
j
 Since D  
 is a
mubcomplete domain there is an element z  mubfy
 
    y
m
g with z   x If

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we dene S  X
j
 fzg  then fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
S 
M
X
j
 By assumption we
have S 
M
X
j
  Thus we get S  X
j
 Since x  minX
j
 we conclude z  x 

 Let x  y 
n
S
i
 
minX
i
with x   y By fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
fX
 
  X
n
g  there
are y
i
 minY
i
i     m
 with fy
 
    y
m
g   x  By 
 we obtain that
x  y  mubfy
 
    y
m
g This gives us x  y   
Lemma  Let D  
 be a mubcomplete domain and n m  N  n m  
Let Y
 
    Y
m
 X
 
   X
n
 P D	
o
be mutually distinct elements of P D	
o
with
mubfY
 
    Y
m
g  fX
 
   X
n
g Then

 For some i  j  f   mg  minY
i
 minY
j

Furthermore exactly one of the following conditions holds

 There exist d  D
o
and k  f    ng such that
minX
k

n
S
i
 i 
k
minX
i
 fdg and d k X
l
for each l  f    ngnfkg

 There exists k  f    ng such that minX
k

n
S
i
 i
k
minX
i

Proof 
 Suppose we had minY
i
 minY
j
for all i  j  f   mg Then
fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
n
S
i
 
Y
i

M
fX
 
   X
n
g  Hence we have
n
S
i
 
Y
i
 X
k
for each
k  f    ng contradicting that X
 
to X
n
are mutually disjoint elements of
P D	

 

 and 
 We have fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
n
S
r
 
X
r
 Thus by assumption we can
nd k  f    ng with X
k

M
n
S
r
 
X
r
  Then by Lemma   
 we get
M 
n
S
r
 r 
k
minX
r
 minX
k
  If we assume that M  minX
k
 we ob
tain condition 
 Next assume that there exists d  minX
k
nM  and let
l  f    ngnfkg Since fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
X
l
 fdg  there is an element s 
f    ng such that X
s

M
X
l
 fdg by assumption  Together with d 
minX
k
nM  implies that s  k  If we now choose v  minX
k
nM  we con
clude X
k

M
X
l
 fvg with the same arguments as above with v in place
of d  From X
l
 mubfY
 
    Y
m
g we get X
l
 fdg 
M
X
l
 Thus d   x for
every x  X
l
  By X
k

M
fX
l
 fdg X
l
 fvgg  we therefore get d  v and
condition 
 holds  Moreover we get d k X
l
by d k minX
l
  
Theorem  Let D  
 be any bi nite domain and E  
 the following
domain

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Then there exists no EPP from E  
 into P D	 
M


Proof Assume that there exists an EPP f  g
 from E  
 to P D	 
M


Then f is a mubembedding and fE
  P D	
o
  Put X
i
 fx
i

for every
i  f    g Thus mubfX
i
 X
i	 
g  fX
i	
 X
i	
g for each i  f    g 
With Lemma   the conditions a
 minX
i	
 minX
i	
and b
 minX
i

minX
i	 
hold without loss of generality for i       Choosing i   in a

and i   in b
 by Lemma   
 we obtain a d  D
o
with d k X

and
minX

 minX

fdg SinceX


M
X

  and a
 for i   there is an element
z  minX

minX

with z   d By Lemma   
 we know that z  d This
contradicts X


M
X

and d k X

   
The following result is also immediate by Lemma   and Lemma    Here
we are even able to construct an innite list of nite counterexamples 
Theorem  Let m n  p  N  p m 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Here mubfy
 
    y
m
g  fx
 
    x
n
g and mubfx
l
  x
k
g  fz
 
    z
p
g for all l  k 
f    ng with l  k Then there is no EPP from E  
 into P D	 
M


Proof Suppose we have an EPP f  g
 from E  
 into P D	 
M

 We
dene Y
i
 fy
i

  X
j
 fx
j

 and Z
l
 fz
l

 for all i  f   mg  j 
f    ng  l  f    pg  Since f is a mubembedding we have
i
 mubfY
 
    Y
m
g  fX
 
   X
n
g and
ii
 mubfX
k
 X
l
g  fZ
 
    Z
p
g for all l  k  f    ng  l  k 
By i
 and Lemma   there exists an element k  f    ng such that
n
S
i
 
minX
i
 minX
k
  We rst show that the set M  
  fminX
i
ji 

N 
uler
f    ngnfkgg 
 has exactly one maximal element  To show this choose
i  j  f    ngnfkg  i  j with minX
i
 minX
j
 maxM Thus there is an
element x  minX
i
nminX
j
 We have fY
 
    Y
m
g 
M
X
j
 fxg By i
 there
is an l  f    ng with X
l

M
X
j
 fxg By Lemma   

n
S
p
 
minX
p
is
an antichain  Thus x  minX
l
nminX
j
and l  j Since X
l

M
Z
 
  we can
nd an element d  Z
 
with x   d Then fX
l
 X
j
g 
M
X
j
 fdg 
M
Z
 
  and
by ii
 we get Z
 

M
X
j
 fdg This imlpies minX
j
 minX
i
by X
i

M
Z
 
and Lemma   
  contradicting the maximality of minX
j
and i  j  So we
conclude that jmaxM j   Now let j  f    ngnfkg  p  f    ngnfk  jg
and maxM  minX
j
  Together with ii
 and Lemma   
 implies that
minX
p
 minX
j
 minX
k
 Now let y  minX
k
nminX
j
  Since X
k

M
Z
 
 
there is a z  Z
 
with y   z Thus fX
j
 X
k
g 
M
X
j
 fzg 
M
Z
 
  and by ii

we get Z
 

M
X
j
 fzg  But X
p

M
Z
 
implies minX
j
 X
p
 contradicting
minX
p
 minX
k
  The result follows   
Let D  
 be a domain  To prove Theorem   we introduce two relations 
Let R be the relation on D

  
 dened thus for any distinct elements
a  b  c  D
o
the relation a  b  c
  R holds in D i there are sets A B C  D

such that mubA
  fa  bg  mubB
  fb  cg and mubC
  fa  cg  We also
dene a binary relation S on D

  
 by putting a  b
  S i jmuba  b
j 
 for any a  b  D

  In the following we analyse the relation R on the
powerdomain  If three sets of the powerdomain satisfy relation R then the
minimal elements of these sets have a very special order structure  Here we
have
Lemma  Let D  
 be a mubcomplete domain A B C  P D	

and
A B C
  R in P D	 
M

 Then at least two of the three sets minA
minB and minC coincide
Proof The result follows from Lemma     
The next lemma helps to prove that there is no mubcomplete domain
whose powerdomain is universal for the class of all Ldomains 
Lemma  Let D  
 be a domain with X
 
   X

 P D	

such that
X
 
 X

 X


  X

 X

 X


  X

 X

 X


  X

 X

 X


 
X
 
 X

 X


 X
 
 X

 X


  X
 
 X

 X


 X

 X

 X


  R and
X
 
 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


  S
Then D  
 is not mubcomplete
Proof We show the Lemma by contradiction and suppose that D  
 is a
mubcomplete domain  In the following we abbreviate minX
i
i      

by M
i
i      
  Since X
 
 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


 X

 X


 X

 X



X

 X


  S we get M
 
 M

  M

 M

  M

 M

  M

 M

  M

 M

 
M

 M

by Lemma   
  Since X
 
 X

 X


  R we conclude that
at least two of the three sets M
 
 M

and M

coincide  First suppose that
M
 
 M

 M

 From M
 
 M

  we obtain M

 M

  Since M

 M


M

and X

 X

 X


  R  we get M

 M

by Lemma    Therefore we

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have M

 M

 M

 M

 M

 M

  contradicting Lemma   and
X

 X

 X


  R 
Secondly suppose that M
 
 M

 M

 From M
 
 M

 M

and
X
 
 X

 X


  R  we obtain M

 M

by Lemma    Altogether we have
M

 M
 
 M

 M

  contradicting Lemma   and X
 
 X

 X


  R  Now
letM

 M

 M
 
 FromM
 
M

and X

 X

 X


  R  we getM

 M

by
Lemma    ThereforeM

 M

 SinceM

 M

 M

and X

 X

 X


  R 
we obtain M

M

 In all we have M

 M

 M

 M
 
 M

 M

 M

 
again contradicting X

 X

 X


  R Finally suppose that M
 
 M

 M


ApplyM

M

and X
 
 X

 X


  R Then by Lemma   we getM
 
 M


Therefore we have M

 M

  Together with M
 
 M

and X

 X

 X


  R 
we obtain M

 M

by Lemma    Altogether we have M

 M

 M
 

M

 M

 M

  contradicting Lemma   and X
 
 X

 X


  R The result
follows   
Theorem 	 Let D  
 be any mubcomplete domain and E  
 be a do
main with elements x
 
  x

    x

 E

such that x
 
  x

  x


  x

  x

  x


 
x

  x

  x


  x

  x

  x


  x
 
  x

  x


 x
 
  x

  x


  x

  x

  x


  x
 
  x

  x


  R
and x
 
  x


 x

  x


 x

  x


 x

  x


 x

  x


 x

  x


  S
Then there exists no embeddingprojection pair from E  
 into P D	 
M


Proof Assume that there exists a mubcomplete domain D  
 and an
embeddingprojection pair f  g
 from E  
 to P D	 
M

 Then in partic
ular f is a mubembedding from E  
 to P D	 
M

 and fE


  P D	

 
We apply Lemma   for the elements X
i
 fx
i

 i      
 and obtain
that D  
 is not mubcomplete  The result follows   
The conditions of Theorem   are realisable i e  one can nd a nite
Ldomain E  
 with jEj   and elements x
 
    x

 E satisfying the
conditions of Theorem   
As immediate consequence of this and Theorem   we obtain the following
Corollary
Corollary 
 There exists no bi nite domain and no Ldomain whose pow
erdomain is universal for the class of all Ldomains with embeddingprojection
pairs as morphisms  
 Powerdomains and weak mubembeddings
Theorem   shows that the answer to Plotkins question is negative even with
restriction to the class of nite domains  However we show with the help of an
appropriate construction that any nite domain can be weakly mubembedded
into the Plotkin powerdomain of a nite Scottdomain  Here we obtain
Theorem   Let E  
 be a  nite cpo Then there exists a Scottdomain
D  
 and a weak mubemdedding f  E  P D	 with the following conditions
for all X Y  fE
nfg

 X is an antichain

N 
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
 jXj  jY j

 X  Y   if X  Y


S
eE
fe
  D

 If x  X  y  Y with x   y  then X 
M
Y
Proof sketch We proceed by induction over jEj  The initial step of the
induction is trivial  For the induction step let E

  
 be a nite cpo  We
can nd E  E

with jEj  jE

 j such that id  E  
  E

  
 is
a mubembedding so part of an EPP
  For instance remove any element
that is minimal over bottom 
 By induction hypothesis there is a nite Scott
domain D  
 and a weak mubembedding f from E  
 into P D	 
M


such that for all X Y  fEnfg
 the conditions 
  
 are satised  In
the following only the construction of the Scottdomain D

  
 and the weak
mubembedding f

of E

  
 into P D

	  
 will be given  For a detailed
proof as well as illustrating diagrams the reader is referred to 	  The con
struction divides into several steps  Let E

 E  fzg  jfe
j  ll  N

for each e  Enfg and Z a set with jZj  l Dene Z  fz
 
    z
l
g and
D

 D  Z Since id  E  E

is a mubembedding there exists a unique
element e
z
 E with e
z
 z i e  e
z
  x  z
  e
z
 x	x  E
  We
enumerate fe
z

  fd
 
    d
l
g  if e
z
  and dene an order on D

by Let
i  f    lg
a
 D

nZ  
  D  

b
 Z  
 is an antichain 
c
 If e
z
 
E
  for each d  D

we have d   z
i
 d   d
i

If e
z
 
E
  for each d  D

nfg we have 
D
 z
i
and z
i
k d
We dene a weak mubembedding f

 E

  
  P D

	 
M

 by
f

x
 

fx
 if x  E
Z if x  z
Letting Y  fy  E  z  yg  we may number the elements of Y  Y 
fy
 
    y
h
g h  N
 First we assume Y   Then D

  
 is a Scottdomain
and f

is a weak mubembedding from E

  
 into P D

	 
M

 which satises
the conditions 
  
 In the case where Y   for the construction of D

we copy D

  
 l h times  Let n  l h  i
 
    i
n
 f    g and D
i
 
i
n
  

be a isomorphic copy of D

  
 We dene D

such that D

viewed as a set
equals the coalesced sum of D
i
 
i
n
 Dene
D



M
i
 



M
i



  

M
i
n


D
i
 
i
n
nfg  f
D
 
g
The following notation is needed for the partial order  

on D

 Let I
i
 
i
n
be an isomorphism from D

  
 into D
i
 
i
n
  
 We dene
Z
i
 
i
n
 I
i
 
i
n
Z
 
z
ji
 
i
n
 I
i
 
i
n
z
j

 	j  f    lg 
Y
ki
 
i
n
 I
i
 
i
n
f

y
k


 	k  f    hg 
Y
ki
 
i
n
 fy
jki
 
i
n
 j      lg

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Let C

ZZbe the cyclic group of order three and k  f    hg Dene a
bijection T
k
 f    lg C



n
 f    lg fkg  C



n
as follows
T
k
j  i
 
    i
n


  j  k  i
 
    i
j	lk  
  i
j	lk 
   i
j	lk 	 
    i
n


T
k
only adds  in the j  lk  

th component and keeps the others con
stant  We dene  

such that  

is the smallest order on D

which re
spects the disjoint sum of D
i
 
i
n
  
 and in which z
ji
 
i
n
 y
T
k
ji
 
i
n

holds for all i
 
    i
n
 f    g  Then D

  


 is a partial order and for all
i
m
 f    g m  f      ng the following conditions are satised
a
 D
i
 
i
n
  


  D
i
 
i
n
  
 for each i
 
    i
n
 f    g
b
 For all i

 
    i

n
 f    g with i

 
    i

n

  i
 
    i
n

 we have
I
i

 
i

n
D

n  Z
 k I
i
 
i
n
D

n  Z

c
 For all j  f    lg and y  D

we have z
ji
 
i
n
 

y   
k 
f    hg  y
T
k
ji
 
i
n

  y
It follows that D

  
 is a Scottdomain  Now we dene f

 E

  
 
P D

	 
M

 by f

e
 

S
i
 



S
i





S
i
n


I
i
 
i
n
 f

e
 Then f

is a weak
mubembedding which satises the conditions 
  
   
 Powerdomains Scottdomains and Ldomains
The Plotkin powerdomain of a Scottdomain or of an Ldomain is in general
not a Scottdomain or an Ldomain respectively  We will give an order
theoretical characterisation of all Scottdomains and of all Ldomains whose
Plotkin powerdomain are again Scottdomains or Ldomains respectively 
Theorem   Let D  
 be a Scottdomain Then the following are equiva
lent

 P D	 is a Scottdomain

 Neither of the following structures
s
s
s
s
s



B
B
B
B
B



B
B
B
B
B
s s s
s s
B
B
B
B
B



B
B
B
B
B




M  

W  

can be orderembedded in D  

Proof sketch We only give an idea of this proof  For the precise proof
see 	  We show 
  
 indirectly  By a technical lemma we may
assume that there exists an orderembedding f from W  
 into D
o
  
 Let
us number fW 
  
 as follows

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rx
 
rx

rx

rx

rx

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
fW 
  

We dene A  fx

  x

g B  fx
 
  x

g  C  fx

  x

g and E  fx

  x
 

x

  x

g  Note that x
 
 x

 D
o
  Then A B C E  P D	
o
and C E 
mubfA Bg contradicting that P D	 is a Scottdomain  The case where there
exists an orderemdedding from M  
 into D  
 can be proved analogously
to the rst case  The more complicated part of the proof is the other direction 
Here we have to show that any two sets A B  P D	
o
which are bounded
above in P D	
o
have a supremum in P D	
o
  The supremum from A and B can
be dened with the help of the minimal and maximal elements of A  B  
The next lemma helps to prove Theorem   
Lemma  Let D  
 be a Scottdomain such that W
 
  
 and W

  

pictured below cannot be embedded in D  

s s s s
s s
s





B
B
B
B


B
B
B
B



s s
s s s


L
L
L
L



B
B
B
B
s ps s
s
s
L
L
L
L
S
S
S
S










s
D
D
D
D




W
 
  

W

  
 M  

Let A B  S  P D	
o
such that fA Bg 
M
S and let a  A such that akB
Then Z  a  B  contains a greatest element
Proof Since   Z we have Z    We rst show that Z is directed 
Let z
 
  z

 Z with z
 
k z

  By assumption there exists b
 
  b

 B with
z
 
 b
 
and z

 b

  Since fz
 
  z

g  a the supremum z  z
 
 z

exists
by hypothesis  If z
 
k b

z

k b
 

 we get z   b

z   b
 
 respectively
 and so
z  Z  Now suppose that z
 
kb

and z

kb
 
  In particular we get b
 
kb

  By
assumption there are elements s  S  b

 B with fa  b

g   s By akB we
have b

 s and b

  z  Also z   a   s  Since the structures W
 
  

and W

  
 cannot be embedded in D  
 we conclude z  b

  Since z  a
we have z  Z  Hence there is an element z  Z with fz
 
  z

g  z and it
follows that Z is directed  So we know that z 
W
Z exists  Next we show
that z  Z  By the denition of Z we know that every element of Z lies
below an element of B and in particular below an element of maxB  Since
B  P D	

 maxB is nite  Enumerate maxB  fb
 
    b
n
g n  N
 and
dene zb
i

  fs  Z  s  b
i
g i      n
  Since D  
 is a Scottdomain
we get that z
i

W
zb
i

 exists for every i  f    ng Especially we have
z
i
 a therefore z
i
 Z  Since Z is directed there exists an element z

 Z

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with fz
i
 i      ng   z

  Moreover there is a j  f    ng such that
z

 zb
j

 and we conclude that z

 zb
j

  z  The result follows   
Theorem  Let D  
 be an Ldomain Then the following conditions are
equivalent

 P D	 is an Ldomain

 D  
 is a Scottdomain into which the structures W
 
  
  W

  
 and
M  
 pictured below cannot be orderembedded
s s s s
s s
s





B
B
B
B



B
B
B
B



s s
s s s



L
L
L
L




B
B
B
B
s ps s
s
s
L
L
L
L
S
S
S
S










s
D
D
D
D




W
 
  

W

  
 M  

Proof We show 
  
 indirectly  First assume that D  
 is not a
Scottdomain  Then D  
 contains the following structure X  
 as a sub
poset
t t
t t
X  

x

x

x
 
x

 
 
 
 
 





where x

 x

  x

  x

 mubfx
 
  x

g in D  
  We may assume that X  D
o
cf  Lemma   of 	
  We dene A  fx

  x

g B  fx

  x

g  S  fx

  x

g 
C  fx

g and E  fx
 
  x

g Then A B C E  S  P D	

  It is easy to
check that fC Eg 
M
fA Bg 
M
S Ck
M
E and Ak
M
B  In the following
we show that A B  mubfC Eg contradicting that P D	 is an Ldomain 
Therefore let Y  P D	 with fC Eg 
M
Y 
M
A  From C  minA and
C 
M
Y 
M
A we get minA  minY   Since E 
M
Y  there exists an
element y  Y with x
 
  y  By C 
M
Y and x
 
kx

  we obtain fx
 
  x

g  y
From Y 
M
A we get y  x

  This gives maxA  Y   Moreover we obtain
maxA  maxY by Y 
M
A  Therefore we get Y  A  The same arguments
can be used to show that B  mubfC Eg So D  
 is a Scottdomain 
Now suppose that there exists an embedding f from W

  
 into D  
 
We may assume that fW


  D
o
and we enumerate fW


 as follows
s
s s
s
J
J
J
J




s
s



x
 
x

x

x

x

x

fW


  

s



J
J
J
J
x
Since D  
 is a Scottdomain we know that x  x
 
x

exists  Since f is an

N 
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orderembedding fx  x

  x

  x

g is an antichain  We dene A  fx

  x

  x

g 
B  A  fxg S  A  fx

g C  A  fx
 
g and E  A  fx

g  Then
A B C E  S  P D	
o
with fC Eg 
M
fA Bg 
M
S Ck
M
E and Ak
M
B 
We will show again that A B  mubfC Eg contradicting that P D	 is an
Ldomain  Let Y  P D	 with fC Eg 
M
Y 
M
A  We show A 
M
Y Let
a  A Since A  C 
M
Y  there exists y  Y with a   y Now let y  Y  
Since fC Eg 
M
Y  there exist c  C and e  E such that fc  eg   y  If
e  A and c  A  we get x

  e and x
 
  c This implies fx
 
  x

g   y  and so
x   y Since xkfx

  x

  x

g there is no a  A such that y   a  contradicting
Y 
M
A So either e  A or c  A  proving our claim 
Now let Y  P D	 such that fC Eg 
M
Y 
M
B  We show again
B 
M
Y Let b  B If b  A  we nd y  Y such that b   y by A  C 
M
Y
Now let b  BnA  so b  x  Since Y 
M
B there is a y  Y such that
y   b Since fC Eg 
M
Y and xkfx

  x

  x

g we get fx
 
  x

g   y  Thus
y  b by b  x  x
 
 x

  and so x  Y Now let y  Y By fC Eg 
M
Y 
there are c  C  e  E with fc  eg   y If c  A or e  A  we are immediately
done  Therefore we assume x
 
  c and x

  e  Thus fx
 
  x

g   y  and so
x   y Thus Y 
M
B implying a contradiction as noted above  The case
in which there exists an embedding f from W
 
  
 into D  
 can be shown
analogously by dening A  fx

  x

g and the other sets as above  For the
case where there exists an orderembedding f from M  
 into D
o
  
 we
enumerate fM
 as follows
t t
t t
t
x
 
x

x

r s
fM
  











A
A
A
A
A
L
L
L
L
L
Since D  
 is a Scottdomain so x

 x

 x

and x

 x
 
 x

exist 
Since f is an orderembedding we get that fx
 
  x

  x

g fx

  x

g fx
 
  x

g
and fx

  x

g are antichains  Dene A  fx
 
  x

  x

g  B  fx
 
  x

  x

g  C 
fx
 
  x

g  E  fx
 
  x

  x

g and S  fx

  x

g Then A B C E  S  P D	
o
with
fC Eg 
M
fA Bg 
M
S  We show that A B  mubfC Eg  Let Y  P D	
such that fC Eg 
M
Y 
M
A  We show A 
M
Y   Let y  Y   Since
C  minA and C 
M
Y  there is an element a  A with a   y  Now
let a  A  If a  C we are immediately done  Therefore we assume that
a  AnC  and so x

  a   x

  Since E 
M
Y  there is an element y  Y
such that x

  y  By C 
M
Y  we get x
 
  y or x

  y Since Y 
M
A
and x
 
kx

 we have x

  y   x

 and so y  x

by x

 x

 x

  Thus
a   y  Analogously it follows that B  mubfC Eg  Again this contradicts
that P D	 is an Ldomain 
To prove 
  
 it suces to show that AB exists for every A B 
P D	

with A  B in P D	 In the following we construct AB with the help
of the minimal and maximal elements of A B  For this we dene
R  fy  minA  B
 minmaxAmaxB
  
a  A  b  B  y   fa  bgg 

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S  fy  minA B
 minmaxAmaxB
  ykA or ykBg 
T  fa  maxA  a  B   and a  B  g
fb  maxB  b  A   and b  A  g
Let y  SA and S
y
 y  B 
 By Lemma   S
y
contains a greatest
element s
y
  Similarly for any y  S  B  S

y
 y  A 
 also contains a
greatest element s
y
 Now we dene
S

 fs
y
 y  Sg
Next assume that there exists an element x  T Without loss of generality
let x  A  First let us assume that B

 maxfb  B  b  xg is innite 
Since maxB is nite we nd b

 maxB  b

kx and b
 
  b

 B

 b
 
 b

with
fb
 
  b

g  b

 Since D  
 is a Scottdomain z  b
 
b

exists and z  fx  b

g 
This implies z  B since B is convex contradicting the maximality of b
 
and
b

  So B

is nite  Thus we dene
T

 fmaxfb  B  b  ag  a  T Ag  fmaxfa  A  a  bg  b  T Bg
In the following we show that I  R  S

 T

is the inmum of A and B 
Since I is the convex closure of a nite set of D we know by Plotkin 	 that
I  P D	  Clearly I 
M
fA Bg Now let Z  P D	 with Z 
M
fA Bg 
We show that Z 
M
I First let x  minI Suppose that x  R  T

 Since
R  T

 A  B  there exists an element z  Z with z   x 
Secondly let x  S

Then without loss of generality there exists an element
a  A such that x 
W
a  B 
 By assumption there are elements z  Z
and b  B with z   fa  bg  and so z   x Now let z  maxZ We show that
there exists an element x  I with z   x Since Z 
M
fA Bg there is an
element a  maxA and an element b  maxB such that z   fa  bg If a  R
or b  R we are immediately done  Therefore we assume that a  b  R This
implies akb  Then either a  S or a  T  and either b  S or b  T Suppose
that a  S Then by Lemma  
W
a  B 
  x  I exists  It follows that
z   x  The case b  S follows analogously  Now assume that both a  T and
b  T Let x  maxfb

 B  b

 ag and y  maxfa

 A  a

 bg  We
rst assume that x k b  Then x   b by akb  Since D  
 is a Scottdomain
v  x  z exists and v  fa  bg  But v  B since B is convex contradicting
x  T

  Thus xkb  Analogously it follows that yka In particular we have
xky  Since M  
 cannot be orderembedded into D  
 we get that fx  y  zg
is not an antichain and so z k x or z k y By xkb and yka we therefore obtain
z   x or z   y  Since x  y  T

 I  the result follows   
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